Abstract. This document contains some supplementary graphs, and computational notes to accompany our paper E.
Overview
This document contains some supplementary materials for the paper E. Ley and M.F.J. Steel (2007)The enclosed k67i9 Std .out output file (described below) includes the complete Table 6 in LS for all 67 regressors. The *NStd.out files also include the results for non-standardized regressors for both the SDM and FLS datasets.
Overview: In order to reproduce the results in the paper, you'll need to compile the f77 file ls5bma.f and generate an executable, say, bma.exe. You'll need the data (*.dat) file and the parameter (ls5bma.par) file in the same directory-this file controls some options explained below.
The successful execution will always produce an output file *.out, and, if the jointness option (dojoint) is set to true, also two additional files containing the jointness measures for all pairs and triplets (see below).
Fortran code
The file ls5bma.f contains the f77 source code to produce the results in the paper. It is standard f77 code except for the time-date functions. (If you cannot link to the standard Unix (-unixlib) or VAX/VMS (-vmslib) libraries, either remove the calls to wr date() and wr time(), or empty the body of these subroutines so that they do nothing when they are called.)
There are several parameters that you may need to modify before compiling the code if you are going to make different runs than the ones included here:
maxm Specifies the maximum number of models expected to be visited, currently set to 300,000. If you run longer chains, or use different datasets, and find the chain visiting more than maxm models, you'll have to set this parameter to a larger value. The number of 'visits out' in the *.out file will be an upper bound on the increment needed to maxm, since some of these may be to repeated models.
maxk Maximum number of regressors in your dataset.
maxn Maximum number of observations in your dataset.
maxnf Maximum number of observations to be used for out-of-sample prediction, if lpsloop set to true in ls5bma.par file.
The program has been tested on different machines and with different compilers:
• Absoft's Pro Fortran for MacOS X v9.0 on a G4 iMac. It is important to use static storage (-s). Other suggested options include: optimization (-O3 -cpu:host), fold to upper case (-N109), maximum internal handle (-T 100000), temporary string size (-t102400).
• Intel Fortran Compiler 9.1 for MacOS on an Intel Core 2 duo iMac, under MacOS X. You simply need to disable the compiler's inline expansion (-Ob0):
> ifort ls5bma.f -Ob0 -o bma.exe
• Intel Fortran Compiler 10 for MacOS on an Intel Core 2 duo iMac, under MacOS X; no directives required:
> ifort ls5bma.f -o bma.exe
A typical run on a 2.16GHz Intel Core 2 duo iMac takes less than 30 minutes.
• Compaq Visual Fortran 6.6 on a dual Xeon workstation running Windows XP. Full optimization settings can be used.
Output Files
For each run, we produce three output files. The *.out file contains the output of the chain, while the two *.dat files contain the different bi-or tri-variate jointess measures. (These two files are only generated when dojoint in the ls5bma.par file is set to true (T).) A model is represented by an array of 0s and 1s: m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m k ) with m i ∈ {0, 1}. An index idx ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2 k } tracks the 2 k possible models.
When idx is a real*8 variable, it can count only to 2 52 . This means that the loop below will print 53 -same result will be obtained in GAUSS and Matlab. To get around this problem, we can use 2 indices to keep track of models -idx 1 keeps track of the first 52 vars and idx 2 keeps track of the remaining k − 52 vars. Now w can handle up to 104 vars, or 2 104 models.
Example: 4 variables; 2 4 = 16 models. If we could only count to 4, we could just use 2 indexes, idx 1 and idx 2 , each in {1, 2, 3, 4} to account for the 16 models indexed by idx. (idx 1 , idx 2 ) = (4, 4) → idx = 16
Counting-Notice that the first 2 k−1 = 2 3 = 8 integers are associated with vectors that have with m 1 = 0. Start out with i = 1, then a 1 in m 1 adds 2 k−1 = 8 to idx, a 1 in m 2 adds 2 k−2 = 4 to idx, ..., a 1 in m k simply adds 2 0 = 1 to idx.
The function getmodidx(k,m) starts with idx = 1 and makes idx = idx + zm i for z = 2 k−1 down to 1. Now it will have to be replaced by a subroutine with 2 calls to the old FLS function, each call taking care of a portion of the binary array m.
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